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Digital wallets as a driver towards
a cashless society
At their origin, digital wallets all start
from the same core value proposition;
offering mobile payments and
digitizing payment instruments.
Their implementation however
varies greatly, ranging from wallet
applications that are essentially
offering a digital version of a plastic
card, to others that offering closed
loop payments based on carrier billing
or even based on cash in/cash out
mechanisms via agents that represent
the wallet operator. Wallet operators
are equally diverse and include
device manufacturers, banks, mobile
network operators (MNOs) or retailers.
When it comes to the channel and
technology being used, digital wallets
also come in all shapes and sizes:
all the way from basic USSD based
implementations to sophisticated
mobile apps that leverage all the
latest and greatest technologies that
smartphones have to offer, such as
NFC and biometrics.

Single solution, many flavours
In developed markets, there are a wide
variety of mobile wallets in use and
their origins again are as diverse as
they come. The large mobile device
vendors have launched their own
solutions aiming to create convenient
mobile payments, whether contactless
payments, mobile commerce or inapp payments. Some of the success of
mobile wallets can be attributed to the
lack of any P2P payment options (and
regular bank transfers taking multiple
days to settle).
In emerging markets, mobile wallets
empower people by making financial
services available to them. Mobile
network operators play a key role
in this and are also often the ones
operating the wallet. By offering low
barrier solutions, based on simple

technology to ensure that even the most basic mobile devices comply, mobile
network operators have been very successful in bringing large portions of the
population on board.
More than mobile payments
Whether it is a mobile wallet solution that is built around convenient access
to mobile payments or it is rather focussing on financial inclusion, it remains
a fact that digital wallets only tend to generate a sustainable use once they go
beyond payments. Mobile wallets can be used for so much more than paying
friends or family through P2P payments or buying goods at a merchant, they are
a secure, convenient platform for all payment needs, whether those are utility
bill payments or mobile top up. Integration with loyalty and coupons creates an
additional incentive to use mobile wallets as the preferred payment option.
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BPC Banking Technologies’ SmartVista eWallet
supports the entire spectrum of electronic
payments, including sending and receiving funds,
purchasing goods and services, bill payments,
utility payments and mobile top up. Consumers
can store their bank, coupons, gift cards,
vouchers and discount cards in a single digital
wallet application. Whether it is implemented
as a value added service by a mobile network
operator or as a tool for financial inclusion, BPC’s
eWallet offers consumers and merchant a secure,
reliable and comprehensive payment option.
Managing all digital value
Consumers can store all digital value in their
mobile wallet, whether it is digital money or other
elements of value such as loyalty points, vouchers
or gift cards. Users can link their wallet accounts
to any other payment instrument that is available,
including cards (hosted on the SmartVista platform
or elsewhere), bank accounts or external e-wallets.
The solution provides access to a broad range
of payment services such as funds transfers, P2P
payments, utility payments and mobile top up
and can store any form of digital value in a single
environment. But it is thanks to the personal
finance management function, that the digital
wallet truly can be considered a tool for consumers
to manage their assets.
Customer in control
Consumers today want to be proactive and
empowered. eWallet puts users in control, by
allowing consumers to set their own preferences,
including which payment instruments are to be

used and in which context. The ability to control spending
limits by setting daily and monthly transaction limits and even
put in place transaction restrictions give consumers the power
to determine themselves how their wallet can be used. The
customer also the ability to share their prepaid wallet accounts,
vouchers, gift cards or discount cards across multiple users and
configure any access restrictions or limits when required. By
empowering the consumer to take full ownership of their digital
assets, the digital wallet provides much more than a simple
access point to yet another payment option.
Equipping merchants with convenient payment options
Digital wallet is not just intended to facilitate person to person
payments, it also lets merchants offer their clients the most
convenient method of payment for goods or services. Moreover,
SmartVista’s eWallet provides merchants with the ability to
issue and accept gift cards, vouchers and discount cards.
The solution fits merchants of all shapes and sizes, including
traditional merchants who can leverage the eWallet in addition
to their existing payment acceptance options, such as POS,
using technologies like QR codes and NFC. For individual
entrepreneurs who only require to accept occasional payments,
the digital wallet offers a simple, low cost option that makes the
revenue available almost instantaneously.
Customer acquisition tool for operators
For an operator of the solution, this secure and convenient
payment option provides valuable insights into the client
behaviour and allows to gain additional insights through
analysing client’s usage patterns. This does not only reduce
risk and costs for the operator, it also serves as a tool to
provide clients with flexible and secure payment options,
acquire new customers and cultivate the image of being a
high-tech company.

SmartVista
Key Features

1. Provides environment
to store money and
any other digital value
and enables access to
payment Instruments
2. Supports multiple prepaid
e-wallet accounts in
multiple currencies within
the same wallet
3. Underpins loyalty
programs

4. Highly customizable
solution with per account
limits and restrictions an
user-defined tags
5. Flexible enrollment
business process
6. Supports multiple
payment instruments,
including fund transfers
between own accounts,
mobile top up, utility
payments, payments for
goods and services and
P2P transfers

Benefits
Why SmartVista?

7. Covering a broad range
of payment instruments,
such as SmartVistahosted cards or other
bank cards, bank accounts
or external e-wallets and
allows user to configure
limits per instrument
8. Supports currency
exchange
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Comprehensive and Sophisticated
SmartVista’s eWallet provides consumers a secure way to store their digital
value, whether it is money or any other digital token of value, and provides them
with all the tools to manage the usage of their assets, all configurable by the
consumer. Covering a broad range of payment options, consumers literally have
all the means to manage their money at the tips of their fingers.
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Flexible payments acquisition options for merchants
Being able to accept electronic payments in a convenient and secure way allows
merchants to boost their business and attract new clients more easily. SmartVista’s
eWallet offers and EMV compliant solution for accepting contactless payments or
payments initiated based on a static or dynamic QR code. A merchant can accept
payments through the eWallet via the most convenient channel, whether that is
a merchant mobile app, a vending machine, ecommerce or integrated with the
merchant’s existing infrastructure through an API.
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Tool for financial inclusion
SmartVista can be used to offer payment services to the unbanked population
by offering these individuals e-Wallets that can be accessed via a mobile phone.
The solution is inclusive as it can support any channel ranging from USSD to
sophisticated smartphone front ends, but regardless of the technology used, all
transactions are properly secured. Since access to physical branches is one of
the most important road blocks faced by the unbanked population, the entire
enrolment process is facilitated by SmartVista’s Agent Banking solution, which
allows agents to enrol new customers at any location using a mobile application.
This solution does not only benefit the individuals who now have access to
digital financial services, but also provide small merchants the ability to accept
electronic payments without any investment in payments infrastructure.
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Rapid Deployment, Rapid Return
Deployable as a stand-alone module, or as part of a larger project, SmartVista’s
eWallet can be installed extremely quickly, speeding the return on your
investment.
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Want to find out more?
Request a free discovery workshop from BPC
Banking Technologies and one of our experts
will be in touch to book your 1-2-1 workshop.
bpcbt.com | info@bpcbt.com
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